New KIT Graduate School „UpGrade Mobility“

Description
The KIT Graduate School of the KIT Mobility Systems Center is an offer for excellent doctoral researchers of the KIT, which contribute the Center’s research focuses with their studies. This program represents an interdisciplinary qualification platform. The professional aim is a systemic qualification of the doctoral researchers beyond their professional domains. This is necessary due to the high degree of interdisciplinary in mobility. The KIT Mobility Systems Center interprets mobility as System of Systems and pursues the vision of Seamless Mobility, which requires an overview and insight in the certain research topics of mobility.

What UpGrade Mobility offers:
- Supra-disciplinary qualifications
  (scientific working/writing, time management, working in an interdisciplinary team, meaning of research in society, carrier management, etc.)
- Disciplinary qualifications
  (Seminars about Mobility topics, institute tours, summer school, etc.)
- Networking activities and interdisciplinary exchange with other doctoral researchers and external / industry referents
- Support by planning a stay abroad
- Feedback and support by the interdisciplinary supervisor team

What is required:
- Excellent doctoral researchers with focus on mobility
- Promotion running max. 18 months
- 1000 € starting fee by the institute (per successful application)
- Active participation of the doctoral researchers at the qualifications
- Active participation of the promotion referents and co-referents in the supervisor team

Application:
- Complete application until 31 August 2021 to florian.wittemann@kit.edu (optimal within one .pdf)
- Application content: Motivation, curriculum vitae, certifications (BA & MA), optional documents
- Letter of recommendation from the promotion referents in separate Mail from the referents

Contact:
Florian Wittemann
Managing director “Upgrade Mobility”
Mail: florian.wittemann@kit.edu
Tel: 0721 608-45379

Further information: https://www.mobilitaetssysteme.kit.edu/UpGradeMobility.php